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A Note from the Publisher 
 

Hello everybody, 

And Welcome to a Cup of History, this magazine is an effort to bring you history in a 

different “Taste”, history is regarded by most of us a very boring topic even though we 

tend to talk a lot about it without even noticing it.  

Do you remember the countless times you asked your father, mother or grandparents 

to tell you how they met and fell in love? 

You were in search of the story, but indeed you were in search of history. If you find 

yourself asking the questions like “How much did it cost to get a car back in your days?”, 

or how was the king like. Then you are definitely looking for history. 

Here at a Cup of History we will be going to give you a different flavor to history in a 

different and interesting view that will maybe get your curiosity going and at the same 

time become fun for you to read and go through. 

In a Cup of history we will be trying to give you an insight on different parts of the world 

where you will be not be just bound or find information on local Egyptian history but 

also international history. We live in a world so it’s always good to know where they 

come from! 

Enjoy your Read! 

Tarek Refaat 
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A man in history “The Son of the Moon” 
Ancient Egyptian History is one of the most intriguing and 

indeed interesting areas of history of many people across 

the world, with many leaders and icon figures that ruled 

this ancient land, Ahmose is one of these figures 

Ahmose I (which means Born of the Moon), he was 

known also as Neb-Pehty-Re (The Lord of Strength). He 

was a pharaoh of ancient Egypt and the founder of the 

Eighteenth dynasty.  

He was the son of Pharaoh Tao II Seqenenre and brother 

of the last pharaoh of the Seventeenth dynasty, King 

Kamose. 

 His father was killed in one of the battles against the 

Hyksos, Ahmose was seven years old at that time, his elder brother followed the late father, but 

when Ahmose was about ten, his elder brother died of unknown causes, 

 Ahmose being very determined to get rid of the Hyksos, at the age of nineteen, he fought back 

using different and smart military strategies and his famous new weapon “the military wheel”, A 

Papyrus illustrates some of Ahmose's military strategy when attacking the Delta. Entering 

Heliopolis in July, he moved down the eastern delta in a way to cut off all the roads between 

Canaan and Avaris.  

This indicates he was planning a blockade of Avaris, isolating the Hyksos capital from help or 

supplies coming from Canaan.  

After defeating the Hyksos in Menf, Ahmose began campaigning in Syria and Nubia. A campaign 

during his 22nd year reached Elphrates, although the later Pharaoh Thutmose I is usually 

credited with being the first to campaign that far. 

With the re-unification of Upper and Lower Egypt under Ahmose, a renewal of royal support for 

the arts and monumental construction occurred. Ahmose reportedly devoted a tenth of all the 

productive output towards the service of the traditional gods, reviving massive monumental 

constructions as well as the arts.  

However, as the defeat of the Hyksos occurred relatively late in Ahmose's reign, his subsequent 

building program likely lasted no more than seven years, and much of what was started was 

probably finished by his son and successor Amenhotep. 

 

By: Hany Nada 
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People from the world “Perspectives from Istanbul and Athens” 
 

As the Greco-Turkish coffee machine grinds along, and the aromatic smell 

of finely ground coffee permeates coffee shops in the eastern Aegean, so 

does the millennia-old feud between two old neighbors: Greece and 

Turkey.  This old Byzantine-Ottoman rivalry has more recently been stirred 

by half-a dozen 20th Century Greco-Turkish wars, and topped off with the 

American led invasion of Cyprus. 

As the strong aroma of coffee permeates from coffee shops in Istanbul 

and Athens, so does the mutual dislike and distrust between these 

battered rivals. Coffee lovers in both Greece and Turkey can't help but 

wonder what happened to the sizeable Greek Muslim population and 

Turkish Christian populations. Where did they go and why?  

 The creation of the modern Turkish nation-state dates its history as a 

Republic from repelling the Greek forces deep in Anatolia, while the 

Greeks consider their freedom won from the Ottoman Empire. 

Interestingly today millions of Turks trace back to Greek origins, whereas the inhabitants of the 

island of Crete were predominantly Muslims who were forced to relocate to the Turkish 

mainland. After thorough analysis and investigation I discovered many instances of Greek 

conversions to Islam and the existence of Turkish-Speaking Christian communities that tie these 

two foes together. Unfortunately, these facts have been delegated to the dusty annals of history 

on seldom visited university shelves. 

After years of costly warfare that witnessed a fierce Turkish defense of the Dardanelles, a Greek 

advance deep into Anatolia, and near recapturing of the prized Imperial gem of Istanbul, the 

Turks managed to stave-off European colonization of the Turkish homeland immediately after 

the collapse of the Ottoman Empire.  As a result, in 1923 the Greeks and Turks agreed to 

exchange population, uprooting the 1.5 Million Christian population in Turkey to Greece, and 

approximately 500,000 Muslims in Greece to Turkey. This human rights tragedy deemed Greek 

Muslims and Turkish Christians undesirables and forced them to move from their native 

country, which of course begs the question: What happened to so-called Ottoman leniency and 

Greek democratic principles? Perhaps they continue to lose in the heat of national fervor and 

patriotism.  

Today the Muslim inhabitants of Greece are largely located in the Decodonese Islands and the 

Thrace Mainland, and are entirely isolated and deemed as "undesirable Turks". Likewise, many 

Turkish Christians reside in the Phanari (Lamp) district of Istanbul, and are referred to as 

Phanaris (Lamps) by the Turks, and that, dear readers, is your Greco-Turkish Cup of History. 

        By: Malik Ali Evangelatos 
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History in a photo 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

Figure 2: Basilica Cistern Istanbul Figure 1: Fethiye Camii , Istanbul. Byzantine  
Monuments 

Figure 4: Porphyrius Monument Istanbul Figure 3: Hadrian’s Arch Athens 

Figure 6: The Acropols Athens Figure 5: The Lysikrates Monument 
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Weapon of the day “The Catapult” 
 

Perhaps it is one of the most common and well known 
weapons that remain until this very day known to most of 
people. The concept of the catapult is quite simple yet it 
was one of the most devastating weapons during the 
medieval times. The Catapult was inspired by an earlier 
hand-held crossbow, called the Gastraphetes (belly 
shooter).From the mid-fourth century BC onwards, 
evidence of the Greek use of arrow-shooting machines 
becomes more dense and varied: Arrow firing machines 
(katapaltai) are briefly mentioned by Aeneas Tacticus in his treatise on siegecraft written 
around 350 BC. 
 
The Catapult used several types of ammunition from pure one block of stone to a 
flamed block of stone, to several blocks of stone placed on its handle which would 
throw them to great lengths another cousin of the catapult would be the Trebuchet 
even though the structure of the Trebuchet is far more bigger and throws to a more of a 
greater distance the catapult was even the most used and commonly preferred.  
 
The Catapult concept was quite simple, a block of stone would be placed on the handle 
and men would pull it down using the turning wheel which pull the rope to a tight 
stance, and simply let go.. The handle would then fly back up throwing the stone to a 
great distance. 
 
The Catapult became one of the favorite set of weapons which would later be called 
“Siege weapons”. Siege weapons were a set of machines and weapons used during the 
besieging of a castle or fortress. Since castles and fortresses became more and more 
impregnable because of their thick stone and rocky walls armies needed to overcome 
these obstacles to be able to smash through these castle or fort walls. 
 
Siege weapons included a variety of weapons such as the Towers, Trebuchets, and 
Battering Rams and of course the Catapult.  
The Catapult remained in use until the introduction of gun powder when the canon 
became the ultimate siege weapon of all time rendering old castle forts to be very 
fragile against the power of the canon. However the catapult mechanism has remained 
in use until near times. French soldiers came up with a hand grenade catapult which 
would help them throw hand grenades to greater distances rather than the usual power 
provided by the thrower’s arm. 
Back in the old days the sight of Catapults advancing on their wheels would be 
something that many kings and rulers would fear.. As it meant that their castle walls 
might fall at any expected time and are in great danger.   

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gastraphetes
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aeneas_Tacticus
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Facts & Rumors! 
 

 2 Soldiers (A Dentist and  his assistant) During world war 2 set off from England and 

raided Occupied France using a handful of grenades and a pistol and successfully 

managed to tip over a train loaded with German soldiers and weapons without 

knowing!    [Fact] 

 It is rumored  that there’s a possibility that the Pharos have managed to harnace wind 

power to use it to elevate the Egyptian Obelisks [Rumor] 

 The Chinese invented a method to protect metal from corrosion 1500 years before the 

Europeans. [Fact] 

 Did you know the Ivan the Terrible 1st Tzar of Russia killed his son because he 

protested against the way his daughter in law was dressed and beat her causing her to 

lose her baby and when his enraged son went to argue with him, he beat him with his 

Staff causing his son’s death? [Fact] 

 Did you know that the first Jet engine was designed by the Italian designers at FIAT 

[Rumor] 
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Games for your mind 
 

Word Find: Ancient Roman Cities 

D S U P R O M E R A N A B Z N 
 

BALEARES 

A B I P V P W O C A J I I X G 
 

CILICIA 

Q B R M J G N I R P N N T I O 
 

GERMANIA 

R Y A A M B A B N H U A H N I 
 

LYCIA 

O G I L I N O G J X E T Y U Z 
 

PONTUS 

S I S N E N U D G U L T N N G 
 

BITHYNIA 

D H S R E A A P S R G I I N Q 
 

CYRENAICA 

J A Y N C N R T B U Y R A E N 
 

LUGDUNENSIS 

N C S I Q Z T E I C T B E O A 
 

NARBONENSIS 

A I C I L I C C S S B N R S I 
 

ROME 

S G E R M A N I A N U I O L C 
 

BRITTANIA 

U L W D I Q L L Q K C L H P A 
 

DACIA 

P P S C I W V E U U O A C P D 
 

LUSITANIA 

L I Y M Z Y F A M V D W Q O M 
 

NORICUM 

M L Z G N B I A W I X M M Y Z 
 

  
  

Reconstruct and name the picture 
 

                  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Picture name: ________________________________ 
 

 
 
 
 
 

2  1 3  4  5  
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Travel in history solve the riddle 
 

I’m 185 meters high into the sky, standing there in a challenge to time. It took years and years to 

make me.. They come to lay their final sleep inside me…..And if others try to get inside me.. 

Those who steal shall be cursed and never see the light.. 

What am I ?  

Anagrams: Greek Gods & Goddesses 
Hint : Re-arrange the letters. 

 
 Heat an 

 La polo 

 Hot Paired 

 Ears 

 

 

A Cup of History Staff 
 

I would like to take this chance to introduce the magazine Staff: 

 Amany Eid 

 Hany Nada 

 Malik Ali Evangelatos 

 Tarek Refaat 
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Comments & Feedback 
 

Thank you for Reading “A Cup of History” 

We hope you have enjoyed it 

 

If you would like to post an article or send us your ideas or feedback mail us at: 

ittrefaat@hotmail.com  Have a wonderful day 

 
 

Tarek Refaat 

mailto:ittrefaat@hotmail.com

